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【Topic】We can get knowledge from news, but some people think

we cant trust the journalist, What do u think? And what do you think

is the important qualities that a journalist should have?Prompted by

the fast development of the media, people can get lost of knowledge

and information from news, but whether we can fully trust the

journalist has become a thorny issue. People have been attaching

greater weight to this problem. In this essay, I will try to explore this

controversial issue and seek out some effective factors.When it

comes to news of today’s newspaper, different people have



different attitudes. Personally, I think some news in some newspaper

are misleading and cheating, especially the news about entertainment

。Some journalists even produce or imagine a story and write it as a

piece of news. The only task for they do so is just to achieve the

major’s attentions. However some news from some famous media,

for instance, BBC and Guangzhou Morning Post are true and

responsible. This kind of news are always accompanied by data and

evidences which are much more believable. They just tell the truth

and what happened exactly.Why some news is unbelievable while

some are responsible and true? I believe that the qualities of a

journalist contribute to this complicated phenomenon. Firstly, as a

journalist, he or she should have a strong sense of responsibility. The

journalist needs to tell the truth and the fact, be responsible of what

he writes and talks. Furthermore, he must have skills of expressing

himself by writing. He just needs to use exact words and suitable

phrases to tell the public the fact, with out any imaginations. The last

but not the least, he should be objective. What he needs to do just to

tell what the fact is, it doesn’t need any personal ideas or emotion.It

is a brazen violation of the people’s basic right to know the truth of

the world that journalists are cheating in the newspaper. As we

should read a novel when we want to read a story, we should read a

Newspaper when we want to now the truth. It is high time that both

the government and the whole media make concerted efforts to let all

the news are believable. I strongly hope that we can know what we

want to know and what we should know from our media.（作者：
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